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Genealogical knowledge is central to many Pacific Islander understandings of post-

colonial identity and nation-building. This is a debated area because of the disagreements 

between those arguing for historical memory through traditional oral transmission of 

genealogy as indicative of longstanding historical authority tied to land and culture 

claims, and those who posit that such claims are "invented traditions." This has been 

further complicated over the last generation because of genomic technologies that make 

further challenged claims about who is correctly ancestral to whom through DNA 

haplotyping.   

 

Many of these debates are longstanding, issuing from nineteenth century colonial 

officials, anthropologists, and linguists who sought to reconstruct the “origins” of 

Oceanic peoples from family lineages and legendary tales. Blood-type analyses from the 

early twentieth century furthered these studies by proposing common groupings of 

historical ancestors among Islander groups, in some cases abetted by colonial practices 

that shadowed eugenic thinking. By the later twentieth century, post-colonial sovereignty 

movements among indigenous peoples at times pitted local knowledge and claims against 

wide-ranging genomic and genetic genealogical initiatives seeking to subsume Islander 

histories into larger chronicles of a DNA-defined humanity, threatening claims of 

historical primacy, challenging definitions of indigeneity, and the oral-mnemonic 

traditions of Islander cultures.  
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